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Tato disertačńı práce se zabývá biometrickým rozpoznáváńım 3D obličej̊u. V úvodu práce
jsou prezentovány současné metody a techniky pro rozpoznáváńı. Následně je navržen nový
algoritmus, který využ́ıvá tzv. multialgoritmickou biometrickou fúzi. Vstupńı sńımek 3D
obličeje je paralelně zpracováńı d́ılč́ımi rozpoznávaćımi podalgoritmy a celkové rozhodnut́ı
o identitě nebo verifikaci identity uživatele je výsledkem sloučeńı výstupu těchto podalgo-
ritmů. Rozpoznávaćı algoritmus byl testován na veřejně př́ıstupné databázi 3D obličej̊u
FRGC v 2.0 i vlastńıch databázich, které byly poř́ızeny pomoćı senzor̊u Microsoft Kinect
a SoftKinetic DS325.
Abstract
This Ph.D. thesis deals with the biometric recognition of 3D faces. Contemporary recogni-
tion methods and techniques are presented first. After that, the new recognition algorithm
is proposed. It is based on the multialgorithmic fusion. The input 3D face scan is processed
by the individual recognition units and the final decision about the subject identity is the
result of combination of involved recognition unit outputs. Proposed approach has been
tested on the publicly available FRGC v 2.0 database as well as on our own databases
acquired with the Microsoft Kinect and SoftKinetic DS325 sensors.
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Face recognition is one of the most frequently used biometric techniques. In everyday life,
we recognize other people by their faces. We are able to localize a face in a very large and
complicated scene. Also the detection of anatomical features, like nose, eyes, and mouth
position within the face, does not pose us difficulties. Furthermore, we can recognize faces
from various angles, even if face expressions are present or a part of a face is covered. Many
activities that we do completely automatically with no effort become quite difficult if we
try to describe this process mathematically.
Nevertheless, a lot of research has been done in the area of the biometric face recogni-
tion, especially in the three-dimensional recognition in recent years. The 2D face biometric
has become together with fingerprints a part of biometric passports in the European Union
and all member states of the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization). Another
biometric modality that is used in the biometric passports is the iris. The face was rec-
ommended as the primary biometrics, mandatory for global interoperability in passport
inspection systems, while the finger and iris were recommended as secondary biometrics to
be used at the discretion of the passport-issuing state [18].
The biometric face recognition, which is the main focus of this work, has a wide applica-
tion in practice, e.g. the biometric passports, as was mentioned above, or in access control
systems. Because of its nature, which is very similar to the way we usually recognize each
other, it is very well accepted by users. No special activity is required by the data subject
and the recognition process is non-intrusive, which means that the data subject is not in
the direct contact with the sensor.
This work is the extended abstract of my Ph.D. thesis that deals with the biometric
face recognition and all connected matters. In the second chapter, a proposal of the 3D face
recognition algorithm, which is the main goal of this work, is described. The third chapter
contains an evaluation of proposed algorithm and describes the achieved results.
2
Chapter 2
Proposal of the Recognition
Algorithm
This chapter describes the generalized recognition pipeline that takes the input face mesh
and normalizes it, such that the rotation is compensated for. After that, some image
representations of the surface, texture, and curvature are generated from the normalized
mesh. The pipeline continues with the application of specific image filters. Finally, subspace
projections are used in order to extract features.
The main idea of the proposed method is the score-level fusion of involved individual
recognition units. By the application of some filter bank, e.g. Gabor filter bank, on the
input image we obtain m new images. However, the number of filters within the bank
is quite high, therefore some optimization selection method is needed in order to improve
speed as well as remove redundancy. We employ hill-climbing selection and the optimization
criterion is fusion EER.
The similar approach has been proposed by Yang et al. [44]. Yang et al. use AdaBoost
to select a small set of Gabor features (weak classifiers) in order to form a strong classifier.
Moreover, he proposed intra-face and extra-face difference space to transform a multi-class
classification to a binary decision. The task is to assign the input two images to intra-
personal or extra-personal space.
Su et al. [37] came with an algorithm exploiting both local and global features. The
global features are extracted from the whole face images by keeping the low-frequency
coefficients of Fourier transform, which he believe encodes the holistic facial information,
such as the facial contour. For local feature extraction, Gabor wavelets are applied on the
face image patches. The resulting classifier is based on the hierarchical feature-level fusion
utilizing Linear Discriminant Analysis. However, both methods from Yang as well as from
Su are designated for 2D face recognition. Our proposed method is able to profit from both
2D texture and 3D shape data.
2.1 Generalized Recognition Pipeline for Face Recognition
Biometric recognition pipeline usually consists of data acquisition, preprocessing, feature
extraction, and comparison that yields to the final decision whether the user is accepted or
not [43].
The recognition pipeline suitable for the face recognition presented in this thesis is
depicted in Figure 2.1. Individual components are described in the following sections.
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Figure 2.1: Recognition pipeline for 3D face recognition.
First, the input mesh is aligned. One can use an automatic landmark detection followed
by translation and rotation of the detected points to some predefined position. Another
approach might be the ICP align of the entire input face mesh to a reference template.
Image data are extracted from the aligned face mesh. The mesh is transformed to the
range image and texture representations. The range image is further processed in order to
gain 4 new curvature representations – mean curvature, Gaussian curvature, eigencurvature
and shape index image.
The alternative to image filters approach are the iso-geodesic curves. A set of curves
centering at a given point is retrieved from the mesh and converted to a set of points.
The next step, common to both iso-geodesic curves as well as image filters, is some
subspace projection of the input data. Image matrix is transformed to the column vector
representation and projected to the low-dimensional space after that. A set of 3D points is
transformed to the simple column vector in the same manner. PCA [41], ICA [45], as well
as LDA [3] are suitable for a subsequent subspace projection of the input column vector.
2.2 Face Alignment
The proper face alignment is a crucial part of the input face pre-processing. Here, we
use an alignment based on the reference face template. Input face mesh is aligned to
the template such that the sum of square differences between the input face mesh and
corresponding points on the template is minimal. In the following subsections, the creation
of the reference face template and the alignment itself will be described.
2.2.1 Reference Template Creation
The reference face template was created from 100 face scans taken from the FRGC database.
Nine points were manually annotated on each scan – 2 outer eye corners, 2 inner eye corners,
nasal bridge, nose tip, outer nose corners, and lower nose corner. Procrustes analysis [13]
was used in order to align annotated points as well as corresponding scans. The algorithm
operates in the following steps:
1. Translate each scan so that its center of gravity (CoG) is at the origin.
2. Arbitrarily choose one example as an initial estimate of the mean.
3. Align all scans (using translation and rotation) with the mean.
4. Re-estimate the mean from aligned scans.
5. If not converged, return to 3.
The key point during the Procrustes analysis is the alignment of all scans to the reference
mean face template. The translation is quite simple – scan is moved in such direction that
its CoG merges with the CoG of the reference mean scan.
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Figure 2.2: Mean reference face template used for proper registration of input faces.
The rotation is performed using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Let the X =
(x1,x2, . . . ,x9) denotes a set of individual annotated landmarks xi = (xxi, xyi, xzi)
T . The
similar 3 × 9 matrix Y denotes landmarks from the mean face scan. First, the covariance
matrix S is calculated:
S = XY T (2.1)
The next step is singular value decomposition of S. It seeks for real matrices U and V
and for diagonal matrix Σ, such that it holds the equation:
S = UΣV T (2.2)











Individual aligned face scans were converted into a range image representation (see
Section 2.3) and the mean range image was computed. The resulting mean range image
was cropped such that it contains only the eyes, nose, upper part of mouth, and cheeks.
The range image was sub-sampled to the resolution 17 × 21 pixels and converted to the
mesh representation again. The resulting face alignment reference template is shown in
Figure 2.2.
2.2.2 Iterative Closest Point Alignment
The main task of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm is to align (using translation
and rotation) a scanned face to the reference face mesh [5]. Although the scans in our testing
databases were taken when the subjects were front-facing the capturing device, variations
in rotation and even more in position are present.
The algorithm steps are:
1. Associate all points in the reference template with the corresponding points from the
input face using the nearest neighboring criteria.
2. Compute an optimal translation and rotation using least-squares as the optimization
criteria.
3. Translate and rotate the input face mesh.
4. Iterate until convergence.
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The first problem is that, contrary to the Procrustes analysis align, there is no explicit
mapping between the points of the input face and the reference template. Moreover, the
scans in FRGC database contain up to 80,000 vertices. The exhaustive linear search for
the nearest matching neighbor is thus ineffective. Fast Linear Approximation of Nearest
Neighbor (FLANN) is therefore used [27].
The ICP algorithm may fail if the initial position of the input face requires significant
translation. The corresponding points are then wrongly estimated and the convergence is
not assured. In order to avoid this, some rough estimation of the initial translation has to
be supplied. We use a simple template matching. The input face mesh is gradually moved
over the reference template and a sum of square differences is calculated between template
points and appropriate points on the input mesh. The rough initial position estimation is
at the point where the sum of square differences is minimal.
The k-means index is used for the nearest neighbor search during the computation of
the optimal translation and rotation. The problem is that the input face mesh points index
has to be re-calculated after each ICP iteration. However, this issue can be solved with
a simple trick: In each ICP iteration the inverse translation and rotation is added to the
temporary stack. When there is a need to gain a point p on the reference face mesh that is
the nearest to some arbitrary point on the input face, the inverse transformation is applied
on the point p first.
2.3 Source Image Data
Although many 3D face recognition algorithms operate directly in three-dimensional space
(see [13, 19]) we propose an approach that converts the input 3D face mesh into a 2D matrix
on which the subsequent recognition (image filters and feature extraction) operates. Since
we have texture as well as the 3D model, several representations describing the texture,
depth, and curvature may be deduced.
The range image (depthmap) is created from the input face scan in several steps: First,
the point-cloud representation is transformed to the triangular mesh using Delaunay tri-
angulation [16]. After that, the mesh vertices are projected to the x-y plane and the
z-coordinate is transformed to a pixel brightness. The brightness of the remaining points
within the triangles is linearly interpolated. The Pineda algorithm [30] is used for fast
triangle rasterization. The resulting range image is slightly smoothed with Gaussian kernel
in order to soften the edges between the triangles.
The remaining images of the surface representation depend on the calculation of the
principal curvatures. Curvature k at each point B on the range image is calculated from
the z-coordinate bz of the point B as well as from its surrounding points A and C and
their z-coordinates az and cz respectively (see Figure 2.3). The curvature is approximated
as the signed angle α = π − |∠ABC|. Its sign is deduced from the comparison of bz and
dz =
az+cz
2 . If the bz < dz then the sign is negative. The principal curvatures k1 and k2 are
estimated in x axis as well as in y axis direction and swapped eventually such that k1 > k2.
Despite the mean curvature, Gaussian curvature, and shape index, eigencurvature [36]
is used. It is computed directly from the image point P = (px, py, pz) and its 8 surroundings
(P1,P2, . . . ,P8). It is based on the PCA of the matrix M :
M =
�





px p1x · · · p8x
py p1y · · · p8y














Figure 2.3: Principal curvatures estimation.
Figure 2.4: Image representations of the face surface. From left to right: texture, range
image, mean curvature, Gaussian curvature, shape index image, eigencurvature.
The PCA reveals 3 eigenvectors and their corresponding eigenvalues l0, l1, and l2 (l0 >
l1 > l2). The eigencurvature EP is then:
EP =
l2
l0 + l1 + l2
(2.5)
The examples of curvature representation images could be found in Figure 2.4.
2.4 Filter Banks
The image filter banks are widely used technique in the area of texture analysis, segmenta-
tion, and classification. Individual filters in the bank are used in order to remove unwanted
components or features. The two-dimensional filter (kernel k with size kw×kh) is convoluted






= k(x�, y�) · i(x+ x� − ax, y + y� − ay) (2.6)
The a = (ax, ay) is the kernel anchor – center of the kernel and is usually set to a =
(kw/2, kh/2). In fact, the Equation 2.6 does not compute the real convolution since the kernel
is not mirrored around the anchor point. The image filter banks are set of m 2D kernels
that are convoluted with the input image (see Figure 2.5).
2.4.1 Gabor Filter Bank
The complex Gabor filter is defined as the product of a Gaussian kernel and a complex
sinusoid:





















Figure 2.5: General filter bank.
Figure 2.6: Gabor filter bank.
where x and y are coordinates within the Gabor kernel, x� = x cos θ + y sin θ and
y� = −x sin θ + y cos θ. It is often used as an image edge detector with respect to spe-
cific frequencies and orientations. The Gabor space is very useful in image processing
applications such as optical character recognition [10], iris recognition [7] and fingerprint
recognition [11]. The complex sinusoid is known as the carrier and the Gaussian-shaped
function is known as the envelope. The rotation as well as the frequency of the carrier is
controlled through the parameters θ and ω, respectively. The parameter σ controls the
envelope size.
The Gabor filter is usually controlled with just two discrete-value parameters – orien-





, σ ← πω , and θ ← oπ8 . The example of Gabor filter bank is in Figure 2.6.
The Figure 2.7 shows the application of the complex Gabor filter on the input shape
index image. The Figure 2.8 shows the superposition ability of Gabor filter bank.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.7: Application of the complex Gabor filter on the input shape index representation
of the face surface. From left to right: input image (a), real kernel and imaginary kernels
(b), real response and imaginary responses (c), and absolute response (magnitude) with
angle response (d).
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Figure 2.8: Superposition of individual absolute responses of complex Gabor filter. 16
different Gabor filters were applied on the input eigencurvature image (left). The responses
are shown in the center grid. Four different frequencies (one for each line) and four different
orientations (one for each column) were applied. The resulting superposition is shown on
the right side of the figure.
Figure 2.9: Gauss-Laguerre filter bank.
2.4.2 Gauss-Laguerre Filter Bank
The Gauss-Laguerre wavelets are polar-separable functions with harmonic angular shape.
They are steerable in any desired direction by simple multiplication with a complex steering
factor and as such they are referred to as self-steerable wavelets [1]. Our Gauss-Laguerre
filter bank consists of 35 filters that were created with parameters n ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), k = 0,
j = 0 with sizes 16 × 16, 24 × 24, 32 × 32, 48 × 48, 64 × 64, 72 × 72, and 96 × 96 pixels.
The θ has been set to θ ← atan2(x, y) and r ←
�
x2 + y2. See Figure 2.9 for an example
of Gauss-Laguerre filter bank.
2.4.3 Other Filters
Histogram Equalization
The histogram equalization [35] may improve face recognition based on the classic 2D
photographs or on thermal imaging. It improves the contrast in an image in order to
stretch out the intensity range. Equalization implies mapping one distribution (the given
histogram) to another distribution (a wider and more uniform distribution of intensity
values) so the intensity values are spread over the whole range. Figure 2.10 shows the
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Figure 2.10: The example of application of histogram equalization filter. The upper row
contains photographs of the same subject in different lighting conditions. The lower row
contains the same scans with histogram equalization applied.
Figure 2.11: The example of application of the LBP filter. The input images are in the first
row while the results after filter application are in the second row.
impact of histogram equalization on the set of images that belong to the same subject but
the lighting conditions vary.
Gaussian blur and difference of Gaussians
Gaussian blur filter may improve recognition robustness against noise and wrong face align-
ment. The Difference of Gaussians (DoG) [39] works as a bandwidth filter. Shading induced
by surface structure is a potentially useful visual cue but it is predominantly low spatial
frequency information that is hard to separate from effects caused by illumination gradi-
ents. Suppressing the highest spatial frequencies potentially reduces both aliasing and noise
without destroying too much of the underlying recognition signal.
Local Binary patterns
The Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [40] operator labels the pixels within image by thresholding
the 3×3 neighborhood with the center value and considering the result as a binary number.
At a given pixel, LBP is defined as an ordered set of binary comparisons of pixel properties
between the center pixel and its eight surrounding pixels. The decimal form of the resulting
8-bit word (LBP code) is used to represent the detail property of the center pixel. The
example of application of LBP filter is in Figure 2.11.
Local binary patterns are often used with spatial histograms – the image is divided into
grid and histograms are calculated within each cell. Concatenated histograms may form
the feature vector directly or they can be further processed with some subspace projection.
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Figure 2.12: Iso-geodesic curves.
2.5 Iso-geodesic curves
3D Face recognition utilizing iso-geodesic curves and iso-geodesic stripes has been described
in [4, 13, 9]. The extracted curves are sampled to a set of points in 3D space and directly
processed by some subspace projection technique, i.e., PCA, LDA, and ICA.
The center of all facial iso-geodesic curves is the nose-tip N that has been previously
located during the ICP align. n curves c1, c2, . . . , cn with corresponding geodesic distances
d1, d2, . . . , dn are thus extracted. Each curve ci consists of m points: ci = (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , pim),
such that dgeo(N, pij ) = di, where dgeo(·, ·) denotes geodesic distance.
The individual points pij of curve ci are gained in the following manner: The neighbor-
hood of the center is equally divided into m sectors such that the angle between individual
sector beams is 2πm . On each sector beam, a point with a specific geodesic distance from
the center is denoted. Example of 5 iso-geodesic curves with geodesic distance 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 cm consisting of 100 points is shown in Figure 2.12.
2.6 Feature Extraction and Metric Selection
Although specific Gabor filter may reveal features important for the subject classification,
the dimensionality of the face image space remains the same. Moreover, if we apply 10
Gabor filters on the image with size 50×50 pixels, the resulting dimensionality is 50·50·10 =
25 000. Therefore, the image is projected to some low-dimensional space using som subspace
projection technique.
In plain PCA, the components of the projected vector are proportional to the variability
that is expressed as the corresponding eigenvalue. This unbalance of individual feature
vector components may lead to a neglect of those feature vector components that may have
positive impact on the recognition performance, however, their associated eigenvalue is too
small. In order to avoid that, individual feature vector components can be normalized after
the subspace projection using z-score normalization. That is, an arbitrary feature vector
X = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) is modified such that xi ← xi−x̄iσi , where x̄i is the mean value of the
component i and σi is corresponding standard deviation – see Figure 2.13.
Usually, the basic Euclidean distance is used in order to compare two feature vectors.
















Figure 2.13: End of the recognition pipeline – raw feature vectors (iso-geodesic curves,
processed images) are projected to low-dimensional space and optionally normalized using
z-score normalization. The comparison is conducted using an arbitrary distance function.









Figure 2.14: The example of one possible recognition unit. The input face mesh is aligned
first. After that, the range image and subsequently eigencurvature is calculated. On the
curvature image, Gabor filter is applied. The subspace projection using PCA is made as
the last step.
block, Manhattan metric), cosine metric, and correlation metric.
The alternative to the PCA projection approach is the utilization of spatial histograms
that are closely related to the LBP-based recognition [39]. After the application of the
LBP filter, the image is divided into the grid. The grid cell size depends on the specific
application as well as on the size of the input image. The image is converted to the grayscale
representation and the histogram of the intensity values is calculated. Individual histogram
values from all grid cells are concatenated and the resulting feature vector is thus created.
The size d of the feature vector depends on the cell count: d = r · c · 255, where r and c
are the numbers of grid rows and columns respectively. The resulting feature vectors are
directly used for comparison in [2]. However, they can be also further processed with PCA
and subsequent z-score normalization.
2.7 Multi-algorithmic Score-level Fusion
In the previous sections, the face alignment, image data extraction, image filters, iso-
geodesic curves and subspace projections were described. While the face alignment is
common for all recognition pipelines, image data, filters, and subspace projections are vari-
ables. One example of a possible recognition algorithm (unit in further text) is in Figure
2.14.
2.7.1 Score normalization
One of the most important concerns, when the score-level fusion is involved, is the score
normalization [31, 33]. Comparison scores of individual units have to be normalized to
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some common domain prior to fusion itself.
There are several techniques of score normalization. Although the metric should be
defined so that it satisfies the non-negativity axiom (d(x, y) ≥ 0), a biometric comparison
score s as well as the normalized value s� may be lower than zero. Let S is the set of all
comparison scores from some evaluation run. Sgen and Simp are sets of all genuine and
impostor scores respectively (S = Sgen ∪ Simp, Sgen ∩ Simp = ∅).




Min-max normalization is highly sensitive to outliers. Let simp and sgen denote the
mean impostor and genuine scores respectively. The normalized score s� from input score





The normalization from Equation 2.9 transforms the input score, such that the mean
impostor comparison value is 1 and mean genuine comparison value is 0. Further robustness





Another frequently used normalization technique is z-score. Let σ and s denote standard





The similar normalization technique is based on the Median of Absolute Deviation
(MAD) [34]. MAD of set S is defined as:
MAD(S) = median{|s1 −median (S) |, |s2 −median (S) |, . . . , |sn −median (S) |} (2.12)



















Suppose that we have n recognition units. Each unit employs its own image processing,
feature extraction using some subspace projection and comparison metrics. The resulting
comparison scores provided by individual units are normalized using Equation 2.9. The
task is to combine normalized scores to a single value that can be thresholded in order to
decide whether an input scan is accepted or not.
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From the machine-learning perspective, the task is to create a classifier C that is capable
to assign a class label c ∈ {gen, imp} (genuine or impostor) for a given vector of normalized
scores s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) :
C : s �→ c (2.15)
In order to have both the biometric security and user convenience configurable, the vec-
tor of scores is mapped to genuine likelihood or signed distance from the genuine/impostor
decision hyperplane rather than class label.
Logistic Regression
The learning of fusion based on logistic regression requires preprocessing of the training










Each row i in Φ contains 1 in the first column followed by individual normalized com-
parison scores from ith comparison.
The target column vector t contains labels corresponding to individual comparisons:
t = (c1, c2, . . . , cn)
T . ci is set to 1 if the same (genuine) users were compared. In case of
different (impostor) comparison holds ci = 0.
The projection matrix W is computed after that:
W = (ΦTΦ)−1ΦT t (2.17)
The genuine/impostor classification of input normalized scores s is based on the fusion
score gained from the following equation:
s =
1
1 + exp(−WTψ) (2.18)
where ψ = (1 s).
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
In fact, Support Vector Machine is an optimization problem. SVM attempts to find a
hyperplane that divides the two classes with the largest margin. The support vectors are
the points which fall within this margin. If the classes are not linearly separable, soft margin
SVM is introduced. Parameter C controls the number of points that may stray over the
line into the margin.
In this work, the implementation libSVM [6] is used.
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
Linear Discriminant Analysis [3] is used as the binary classifier in this case. The n-
dimensional space, where n is the number of involved units, is projected to one-dimensional
line that separates genuine and impostor scores clusters the best.
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2.7.3 Hill-climbing Unit Selection
Beside the score normalization, another issue that has to be taken into account is to measure
the score correlation and performance bias [32, 15]. If the score correlation between the
involved units is high, the resulting recognition performance of the multi-algorithmic system
may not be significantly better than the individual units. Moreover, huge performance bias
between units may reduce the recognition performance.
The task is to select from the given set of units U = (u1, u2, . . . , un) a non-empty
subset S that achieves possibly the best recognition performance. The exhaustive search
of the relatively small set U is simple. However, when the number of units exceeds certain
thresholds, the exhaustive search is impossible.
We employ a wrapper selection [14]. This approach has been originally developed for
feature selection, however, it can be also used for the unit selection in the multi-algorithmic
fusion.
The optimization criterion is achieved EER (EERi) of a particular unit i. The algorithm
is as follows:
1. Select the unit b that achieves the best EERb, remove it from the set U and add it to
the set of selected units S.
2. For each remaining unit j in U measure fusion EER of the set S ∪ j.
3. Select the best unit and add it to S. If there was no improvement of fusion EER,
exit. Otherwise return to 2.
There is a potential drawback of the hill-climbing selection – selected units might be too
specific for the training set and cannot generalize. Validation on the separate set is therefore
recommended. However, our further experiments did not reveal any significant performance
drop between the training and testing data. It has emerged that the hill-climbing is a good




The presented algorithm will be evaluated in this chapter. In order to compare the achieved
results with other available state-of-the-art algorithms, evaluation is performed on the Face
Recognition Grand Challenge version 2.0. Detailed methodology, tests as well as achieved
results are described in the following sections.
The face recognition algorithm was also tested on the databases obtained with low-
cost 3D sensors – such are Microsoft Kinect1 and SoftKinetic DepthSense DS3252. The
expansion of personal depth sensors related with the new ways of the human-computer
interaction in recent years markedly lowered the price of 3D acquiring devices for personal
use. However, the biggest challenge of the face recognition based on the low-cost depth
sensors is the quality of the acquired scans. While, for example, the Minolta Vivid or
Artec 3D M scanners provide a highly precise geometry with an outstanding resolution and
level of detail, the scans retrieved from the Kinect or DepthSense DS325 sensors are noisy,
have low resolution and sometimes contain holes. The last two sections of this chapter are
dedicated to the performance evaluation on those low-cost depth sensors.
3.1 Database Description and Evaluation Methodology
The proposed face recognition algorithm was trained and tested on the Face Recognition
Grand Challenge Database v 2.0 - a standard evaluation database for facial biometrics [29].
This database contains scans captured in spring 2003, fall 2003, and spring 2004. The
Spring 2004 portion (2,114 scans) was divided into five parts, such than each part contains
the same count of subjects. No subject is present in more than one part. The face alignment
algorithm presented in the next section failed 36 times and thus these scans were removed.
See Table 3.1 for the detailed information about dividing the Spring 2004 portion of the
FRGC v2.0 database for evaluation purposes.
The first part of Spring 2004 was used for the training of the face alignment and the
training of individual parameters of subspace projections. The second part was used for
the validation of selected parameters and for the training of final fusion. The last three




Table 3.1: FRGC2 Spring 2004 statistics.
Part Subjects Scans Purpose
1 69 416 training
2 69 451 training, validating
3 69 414 evaluation
4 69 417 evaluation
5 69 380 evaluation





The alignment of the input face mesh is one of the most important tasks in the pre-
processing part of the recognition pipeline. There are two main evaluation characteristics -
precision and speed. The first mentioned can be implicitly evaluated by the evaluation of
the overall biometric performance. The latter is important for practical purposes.
The alignment of the face can be performed in several ways. It can rely on the landmark
detection. The inner corner of the eyes, nose tip, and nose corners are detected and the
face is aligned subsequently such that the sum of absolute differences between landmarks
on the input face and landmarks on the reference face template is minimal. Although the
alignment of the predefined points is simple and fast to compute, the notable downside of
this approach is the requirement of precise landmark detection. Just a slight inaccuracy
can lead to a wrong alignment, and the recognition performance is thus negatively affected.
The second option of the face alignment is the involvement of Iterative Closest Point
(ICP) algorithm. There is no initial landmark estimation. The entire face mesh model is
aligned to the reference mean face template. However, this approach consumes much more
CPU power.
Both alignment approaches were evaluated on the FRGC database. The first part of the
Spring 2004 set was used for training and the second part for validation. The recognition
was performed on the range images of size 120×120 pixels. Features were extracted using
PCA and individual feature vector components subsequently normalized using z-score. The
correlation metric was employed for comparing the resulting feature vectors. The evaluation
results of both approaches are in Table 3.2.
The alignment utilizing the ICP algorithm outperformed landmark-based approach.
Therefore it will be used in the following test. On the other hand, the drawback of the
ICP is much higher CPU usage. The problem comes from the fact that there is no explicit
mapping between the input face mesh and the mean reference template. In each ICP
iteration, the points between the input and the reference have to be associated. This can
be speeded-up when the index (e.g. k-means) of the points from the input face is created.
However, the points in each iteration are changing their position and the index has to be
recalculated. This issue might be solved with the inverse transformation trick described
previously in Section 2.2.2. The comparison of mean duration of ICP alignment for FRGC




























Figure 3.1: Comparison of ICP alignment approaches for FRGC scans. The duration
(in milliseconds) is drawn for plain ICP as well as for ICP alignment with the inverse
transformation trick.
3.3 Evaluation of Individual Recognition Units
The individual recognition units were evaluated. Each unit is represented by input image
data (e.g. texture, depth or curvature representation) on which some filters are applied.
The resulting filter response is further processed with some feature extraction technique
(e.g. PCA). The following types of units were tested:
Plain image units – the input image (texture, depth, curvature) is scaled to half of its
size, processed with PCA subspace projection and z-score normalized. Individual
feature vectors are compared with correlation metric.
Image Scale PCA Normalization
Gabor-based image units – the input image is processed by Gabor filter with a specific
size and orientation, scaled to half size, projected using PCA and normalized. Cor-
relation metric is used. Image is optionally equalized before or after the Gabor filter
application.
Image Scale PCA NormalizationGabor filter
Equalization Equalization
Gauss-Laguerre-based image units are similar to Gabor-based units, except that the
Gauss-Laguerre filter is used.
Image Scale PCA NormalizationGauss-Laguerre filter
Equalization Equalization
LBP units – the input image is equalized optionally. After that, it is blurred slightly with
Gauss filter. Finally, the LBP filter is applied, the image is scaled to half of its size




















Figure 3.2: Histogram of EERs for all tested recognition units.
Table 3.3: Partial results of the units evaluation - the best representatives of each unit type.
Rank Type Input data Applied filters EER
1 LBP histogram Gaussian curvature gaussBlur(7); LBP; histogram(10,9) 0.0247
7 Gauss-Laguerre Range image gaussLag(48,1,0); scale(0.5) 0.0267
12 Gabor Eigencurvature gaborAbs(1,2); equalize; scale(0.5) 0.0295
34 LBP Mean curvature gaussBlur(11); LBP; scale(0.5) 0.0361
73 Plain Range image scale(0.5) 0.0416
759 Iso-geodesic curves 5 curves centered at the nosetip 0.0769
Image NormalizationGauss blur filter
Equalization
Local Binary Patterns Scale PCA
LBP units with histogram are similar to the plain LBP units but the resulting image
after the LBP application is divided into a grid and the histogram of intensity values
is calculated in each cell of the grid. The resulting histograms are concatenated and
further processed with PCA.
Image NormalizationGauss blur filter
Equalization
LBP PCAGrid Histogram
Iso-geodesic curves – 5 iso-geodesic curves are extracted at a specific point with geodesic
distance 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 cm. Curves are sampled to 100 points per curve. After
that, coordinates of individual points are concatenated to one column vector. It is
compared with other feature vector using the city-block metric or processed with PCA
and z-score normalized. The correlation metric is used in the second case.
NormalizationPCA
Mesh Iso-geodesic curves extraction Sampling
No further processing
There were evaluated 1,720 different units. The histogram of achieved equal error rates
for each of them is in Figure 3.2. Partial results are in Table 3.3
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Gaussian curvature Gaussian blur Local binary patterns
Division to 10×9 cells
Histogram within each cell
Figure 3.3: LBP-based recognition unit. The input Gaussian curvature image is blurred
using Gaussian kernel. After that, local binary patterns are calculated. The image is
divided into a grid and a histogram of intensity values is calculated within each grid cell.
Individual histogram values are concatenated and further projected using PCA. The feature
vector is thus created.
The best unit consists of the following pipeline. The Gaussian curvature representation
of the surface is blurred with the Gaussian kernel of size 11 pixels. This image is further
processed with a local binary patterns filter. The resulting image is divided into 10 hor-
izontal and 9 vertical cells. A histogram of values within each cell of size 10×10 pixels
is calculated. A set of histograms is further processed with PCA in order to reduce the
correlation of values as well as the number of feature vector components. The entire process
is depicted in Figure 3.3.
Another example is 7th best unit. A range image (depthmap) is convolved with both
real and imaginary Gauss-Laguerre kernels of size 48 pixels and parameters set to n = 1
and k = 0. The absolute response is calculated from real and imaginary responses. The
resulting image is scaled with factor 0.5 to size 50×45 pixels and finally processed with
PCA.
The 12th best unit applies Gabor filter with scale 1 and orientation 2 on the eigencur-
vature surface representation. The histogram of absolute response is equalized and scaled
with factor 0.5. As in the previous cases, PCA is applied on the image to reduce the feature
vector size.
3.4 Multi-algorithmic Fusion
3.4.1 Score Normalization Techniques
Score-normalization is an important task preceding the fusion itself. Individual comparison
scores have to be transformed into common domain in order to combine them meaningfully.
Figure 3.4 shows the score normalization result of three different recognition units.
Each unit employs specific comparison metric and thus the score ranges vary. Every graph
shows an impostor-genuine distribution of the comparison scores. The red curve belongs
to the unit employing the correlation metric, the green curve corresponds to the unit with
the Euclidean comparison and the blue curve corresponds to the unit with the city-block
comparison metric. The graph in the first row shows the original pre-normalized values.
Each subsequent graph shows normalized values where the normalization was achieved using
one of the techniques previously described in Section 2.7.1.
The good normalization technique is able to align the curves of the impostor-genuine































































































































hyperbolic tangent with compensation
Figure 3.4: Score normalization techniques - genuine/impostor score distributions for unis
employing correlation metric (red), city-block metric (green) and Euclidean distance (blue).
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Unit EER Fusion EER
Input data Filters
1 shape index GaussBlur(7); LBP; histogram(10,9) 0.0247 0.0247
2 range image GaussLag(48,1) 0.0266 0.0114
3 texture Equalize(); GaussLag(64, 4) 0.0963 0.0075
4 shape index Gabor(3, 2); Equalize() 0.0585 0.0063
5 mean curvature Gabor(2, 4); Equalize() 0.0657 0.0050
6 texture Gabor(3, 2) 0.1391 0.0043
7 eigencurvature Gabor(4, 2); Equalize() 0.0522 0.0035
8 shape index Equalize(); GaussLag(48, 5) 0.0881 0.0030
9 iso-geodesic curves 0.1163 0.0028
10 range image Equalize(); Gabor(7, 7) 0.1079 0.0022
11 Gaussian curvature Equalize(); GaussLag(64, 1) 0.0564 0.00175
12 mean curvature Gabor(7, 0); Equalize(); 0.1014 0.00174
13 eigencurvature Gabor(1, 0) 0.0642 0.00173
dimensionality and employing various metrics. It can be also measured implicitly by eval-
uation of the overall biometric performance. It has emerged that simple mean min-max
normalization (see Equation 2.9) is the best choice for our purposes.
3.4.2 Greedy Hill-climbing Unit Selection
The greedy hill-climbing unit selection for final fusion was described previously in Chapter
2.7.3. All units from Section 3.3 were used as an input to the hill-climbing selector. The
score-level fusion was provided by binary SVM classifier. Another classifiers, density-based
and combination techniques were used as well in further experiments.
The hill-climbing selector chose 13 units – see Table 3.4. In the first iteration, the unit
employing the application of LBP histogram on the shape index image was selected. The
subsequent iteration chose a specific Gauss-Laguerre filter applied on the range (depth)
image. The equalized texture followed by the application of Gauss-Laguerre filter was
selected in the third iteration.
3.4.3 Comparison of Fusion Techniques
In the subsequent experiment, individual fusion techniques were compared. The selection
of 13 units gained by the hill-climbing was used as the input to the training of multi-
algorithmic fusion. Moreover, new scans were evaluated in order to test robustness of the
fusion techniques. The results are shown in Table 3.5.
The transformation-based fusion is represented by a simple sum rule and the weighted
sum. The weights of individual units are proportional to the achieved EER on the training
set. For example, if the EER of the unit i is ei, the corresponding weight is set to w = 0.5−ei.
The only representative of the density-based fusion is Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
The probability density distributions of impostor as well as the genuine scores were modeled
using 5 Gaussians with diagonal covariance matrices.
The classifier-based fusion is represented by logistic regression, LDA, and SVM. A plain
linear kernel was used. The experiments suggest that there is no significant difference in
recognition performance between the individual fusion techniques.
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Table 3.5: Comparison of individual score-level fusion techniques (evaluated on the 3rd part
of Spring 2004 portion).
Fusion EER on EER on FNMR at given FMR
technique training set testing set 0.001 0.0001 0.00001
sum 0.0096 0.0106 0.0459 0.0968 0.1838
weighted sum 0.0091 0.0106 0.0424 0.0954 0.1824
GMM 0.0050 0.0099 0.0353 0.0600 0.1497
LogR 0.0069 0.0112 0.0332 0.0912 0.1478
LDA 0.0083 0.0105 0.0424 0.0968 0.1669
SVM 0.0017 0.0096 0.0388 0.0721 0.1258
Table 3.6: Achieved results on the Spring 2004 evaluation subset.
Evaluation FNMR at given FMR
partition 0.01 0.001 0.0001
1 0.0091 0.0388 0.0721
2 0.0098 0.0329 0.0596
3 0.0167 0.0589 0.1091
Median 0.0098 0.0388 0.0721
3.5 Comparison with the State-of-the-art
The results of Face Recognition Vendor Test 2006 (FRVT) was based on the evaluation of
almost the entire FRGC dataset [28]. The performance of a biometric system vary with
different sets of biometric samples. It is important to measure both the overall performance
of a biometric system and the scale of the variability to measure statistical uncertainty. In
the FRVT, the performance variability is measured by partitioning the test images into
a set of smaller test sets. The performance is then computed on each of the partitions.
According to the FRVT report, 3,589 out of the 5,000 scans in FRGC were used for the
evaluation. These scans were divided into 13 partitions with the total count of 330 subjects.
Unfortunately, the selection of these 3,598 scans is not clear from the report. Therefore,
we bring the comparison of best algorithms involved in FRVT with our achieved results
reduced only to Spring 2004 part in this section.
We have utilized the Spring 2004 FRGC subset such that its evaluation part contains
1211 scans from 207 individuals designated for the evaluation. This evaluation subset
was divided into 3 partitions, as it was mentioned earlier in Section 3.1. Table 3.6 shows
achieved results with a classifier utilizing SVM-based fusion. The comparison with other
FRVT competitors is in Table 3.7. While the Viisage algorithm outperforms all others, our
algorithm achieves the second best results.
However, the presented comparison is for illustration purposes only, since we did not
follow the same evaluation methodology as in the FRVT. One of the goals of this thesis is
the utilization of low-cost depth sensors for the 3D face recognition. The comprehensive
evaluation on databases obtained with SoftKinetic DS325 and Microsoft Kinect 360 is
presented in the next two sections.
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Table 3.7: Comparison of our method with FRVT competitors. The exact numbers were
taken from the graphs in appendix section of FRVT report [28].
Algorithm Median FNMR at given FMR
Name / Organization Abbrev. 0.01 0.001 0.0001
Cognitec Cog1 0.050 0.070 0.160
Geometrix Geo 0.035 0.085 0.155
Univ. of Houston
Ho1 0.030 0.050 0.100
Ho3 0.025 0.050 0.095
Tsinghua Univ. Ts1 0.035 0.145 -
Viisage
V 0.005 0.020 0.070
Va 0.010 0.055 0.170
Our method 0.010 0.039 0.072
Figure 3.5: Example of scans in the SoftKinetic database (processed, aligned, and cropped).
3.6 Evaluation on SoftKinetic Database
We have created the SoftKinetic database during spring 2014. It contains 398 scans from
52 individuals. During the capturing, the emphasis was put on following points:
• Various lighting conditions.
• Various (but limited) facial expressions – we allowed the subjects to have a slight
smile, lifted eyebrows or frowned face.
• Scanning of some subject was splitted into several sessions in different days.
• An effort was made to have a diversity in gender, race, and age of scanned subjects.
The example of some scans in the SoftKinetic database is in Figure 3.5. Contrary to
the scans acquired with the Minolta Vivid scanner (FRGC database), the data captured
with SoftKinetic DepthSense DS325 sensor suffer from high noise among the z axis [17, 8],
therefore some sort of denoising has to be applied on the 3D models in the preprocessing
portion of the recognition pipeline.
Although one can use a stronger Gaussian smooth filter, our experiments show that
much better, in terms of recognition performance, is the application of the feature-preserving
mesh denoising algorithm [38]. An example of application of such filter is in Figure 3.6.
The field of view of DS325 sensor is very wide (74◦×58◦×87◦)3. Therefore, the quality
and resolution of face scans rapidly decreases when the subject moves away from the sensor.
Two scans from the same subject acquired from the distance of 35cm and 70cm are depicted
3http://www.softkinetic.com/en-us/products/depthsensecameras.aspx
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Figure 3.6: Application of feature preserving mesh denoising – before (left) and after (mid-
dle). Basic Gaussian smoothing is on the right side of the figure.
in Figure 3.7. While the near-scan contains 6,951 verticies, the far scan contains only 1,560
verticies, which is more than 4 times fewer.
Figure 3.7: Two scans acquired with the SoftKinetic DS325 sensor captured from 35cm
(left) and 70cm (right).
3.6.1 Finding Suitable Smoothing and Denoising Algorithm
The initial test evaluated recognition performance on the range images and shape index
images. The scans from the training part of the SoftKinetic dataset were subsequently
smoothed and aligned using ICP algorithm. After that, range images and shape index
images were calculated. PCA trained on FRGC depth and shape index images with zScore
normalization was used in order to extract features. Feature vectors were compared using
correlation metric.
Both Gaussian smooth filter (Gauss) and feature-preserving mesh denoising (M-Denoise)
algorithms with various parameters were evaluated. The results are in Table 3.8. The lowest
EER was achieved when the M-Denoise filter was applied.
3.6.2 Multi-Algorithmic Fusion
The multi-algorithmic fusion similar to the fusion used for FRGC (see Section 3.4) was
trained and evaluated. The hill-climbing optimization selected 10 units. Contrary to the
FRGC fusion, no iso-geodesic or LBP-based recognition unit is present. The lower quality
of SoftKinetic scans causes the absence of the iso-geodesic curves unit. On the other hand,
missing LBP-based unit is not so obvious. The selected units are in Table 3.9.
The DET curves from the evaluation of the training as well as test parts of the SoftKi-
netic dataset are in Figure 3.8. The impostor-genuine score distributions are in Figure 3.9
and the particular achieved FNMRs at given FMRs are in Table 3.10.
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Table 3.8: Evaluation of mesh smoothing and denosing algorithms on the SoftKinetic
dataset.
Smoothing Smooth Smoothing EER on EER on shape
method iterations parameter range images index images
None - - 0.077 0.135
M-Denoise 5 0.01 0.053 0.116
M-Denoise 5 0.02 0.052 0.114
M-Denoise 5 0.04 0.052 0.108
M-Denoise 10 0.01 0.044 0.111
M-Denoise 10 0.02 0.048 0.103
M-Denoise 10 0.04 0.046 0.105
M-Denoise 20 0.01 0.041 0.097
M-Denoise 20 0.02 0.041 0.095
M-Denoise 20 0.04 0.040 0.096
Z-Smooth 5 0.2 0.068 0.131
Z-Smooth 5 0.5 0.061 0.120
Z-Smooth 5 1.0 0.057 0.114
Z-Smooth 10 0.2 0.067 0.119
Z-Smooth 10 0.5 0.061 0.119
Z-Smooth 10 1.0 0.052 0.110
Z-Smooth 20 0.2 0.061 0.121
Z-Smooth 20 0.5 0.053 0.119
Z-Smooth 20 1.0 0.042 0.111
Table 3.9: Selected recognition units gained from the training part of the SoftKinetic
dataset.
Unit Input data Filters
1 range image GaussLag(72, 2)
2 texture Equalize(); Gabor(5, 6)
3 range image Gabor(3, 1)
4 texture Equalize(); Gabor(6, 0);
5 eigencurvature GaussLag(24, 5)
6 texture Gabor(4, 2)
7 range image GaussLag(48, 0);
8 shape index GaussLag(96, 1)
9 shape index Gabor(2, 5)
10 texture Equalize(); Gabor(2, 7)
Table 3.10: Evaluation on SoftKinetic database results.
Data EER
FNMR at given FMR
0.01 0.001 0.0001
Train set 0.011 0.012 0.043 0.098




































Figure 3.9: Impostor-genuine score distributions from the SoftKinetic evaluation.
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Figure 3.10: Scans of one subject from all sessions in SoftKinetic dataset.
3.6.3 Real-World Scenarios
The real-world implementation of biometric system has to deal with the problems that are
not always considered when it is being evaluated in the laboratory conditions. Usually, the
users are not experienced enough in order to position their face such that the biometric
system achieves the best results. The lighting conditions vary and the mood of users
affecting their 3D face appearance also changes. All these factors can decrease the biometric
performance rapidly.
The most convenient scenario for the users of an access-control biometric system is the
identification. Users do not need to claim their identity before the scanning process begins.
Based on their identity, the system decides if they have an authorization to proceed.
In this subsection, the template aging and identification with respect to the real-world
application will be evaluated. The enrollment of a new user to the biometric system usually
consists of acquiring several (four) scans for the creation of a reference template. The
problem is that these scans are acquired in very short time period (just few seconds) and
the lighting conditions are still the same. Moreover, the users use the biometric system for
the first time, they are fully concentrated on the capture process and thus they have no
facial expressions. When they use the biometric system later, the environment condition
might change as well as the user’s mood might affect mimics of the face.
Subjects with more than or equal of 15 scans were selected from the SoftKinetic dataset.
When the dataset was captured, 5 scans were acquired in each session. This means that if
the subject participated in 4 sessions, 20 scans of this particular subject are stored in the
dataset. The sessions took place in different days in different places. The example of all
scans of one subject from all sessions is shown in Figure 3.10.
The first four scans of each subject were used for creating of the gallery templates. The
remaining scans were used for the evaluation. When the input probe is compared with the
gallery templates, the arithmetic mean of individual comparisons between the probe and
the templates is returned. The time evolution of the comparison scores is in Figure 3.11.
If the decision threshold is set to 0 or lower, there will be just one false reject – last scan of
subject subj4.
Once we have more than one reference template (4 in this case), we can have several
decision strategies to compare the input feature vector with the stored templates. The
simplest approach is a 1 : N comparison. The resulting identity is based on the reference
template with the smallest distance between the input feature vector i and template ti,
where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} (see Figure 3.12 left). The more robust method that can handle
outlying reference template is in the same figure on the right. The classification is based
on the average distance to the k nearest reference templates for class Cj . Let the mink S



















Figure 3.11: Time evolution of the comparison scores from SoftKinetic dataset subjects
with more than or equal of 15 scans. Except for the last scan of the subject 4, all other





d(X,C1) = min(dc11 , dc12 , . . . , dc1j )








Figure 3.12: Classification strategies for identification in biometric systems. Basic 1 : N
comparison is on the left, more robust approach is on the right hand side.
Cj = {cj1 , cj2 , . . . , cjm} is:
d(X,Cj) =
�
mink{d(X, cj1), d(X, cj2), . . . , d(X, cjm)}
k
(3.1)
The question is, if the system employing the modified distance metric from Equation 3.1
outperforms basic 1 : N comparison. The results are in Table 3.11. There are two ap-
proaches for the creation of the reference templates. The first (denoted without randomiz-
ing) was described previously – the first 4 scans from each subject were used for template,
remaining scans were used for the evaluation. The latter approach (denoted with random-
izing) randomly selects 4 scans for the template creation among all subject scans. The
results are a bit surprising. The modified distance metric does not outperform the simple
1 : N comparison. Moreover, it is worse, when the randomized templates are used. On the
other hand, the randomized templates outperform the non-randomized significantly. This
was, however, expected, as the randomized templates capture more intra-class variability.
3.7 Kinect Evaluation
We would like to show that the proposed algorithm is robust enough in order to be easily
adapted to any depth sensor. Kinect cannot be power supplied by a USB cable and re-
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Table 3.11: Identification evaluation on SoftKinetic dataset.
Reference template without randomizing with randomizing
count (k) EER FNMR @ FMR = 0.01 EER FNMR @ FMR = 0.01
1 0.147 0.278 0.028 0.052
2 0.152 0.310 0.052 0.084
3 0.142 0.321 0.063 0.121
4 0.142 0.310 0.073 0.136
Figure 3.13: Range image of the scanned face. Face within the image is marked with the
white ellipse.
quires an external power adapter. This restricts its usage in the embedded face recognition
systems. On the other hand, since it is quite often used in households, the utilization of a
3D face recognition is shifted from security applications to home entertainment.
Contrary to the SoftKinetic DepthSense DS325, Kinect sensor is designated for scanning
of the entire room and full-body capturing. The minimal distance where the depth is
captured is 80cm, but the practical limit for capturing is rather 120cm. Moreover, the
fields of view of both the depth sensor and the RGB sensor are very wide such that almost
entire room is captured. When a subject is scanned with Kinect, just 10% of sensor is used.
On the other hand, Kinect scans require less denoising treatment than those captured with
SoftKinetic DS325. Therefore, the biggest challenge of the Kinect dataset is the small
resolution of the input meshes rather then the noise. For an example of Kinect range
visualization with a marked face region see Figure 3.13. An average Kinect face mesh
contains about 5,000 vertices.
Our Kinect database consists of 108 scans divided into two parts - training and testing.
Each part contains 9 different subjects that provided 6 scans. Facial expressions as well as
varying lighting conditions are present in some scans. The example of Kinect database is
in Figure 3.14.
The DET curve of our recognition algorithm evaluated on the Kinect database is in
Figure 3.15. SVM classifier has been used for the final fusion of the individual recognition















Figure 3.15: Evaluation of SVM fusion on the Kinect database – DET curve.
Table 3.12: Hill-climbing selection of individual units for SVM-based score-level fusion
classifier on the Kinect database.
Iteration
Unit
Unit EER Fusion EER
Input data Filters
1 texture DoG(5, 3); GaussBlur(11); LBP; histogram(10,9) 0.0639 0.0639
2 range image GaussLag(64, 2) 0.0983 0.0337
3 eigencurvature Gabor(5, 5) 0.3191 0.0210
4 mean curvature Gabor(2, 6) 0.3601 0.0152
5 mean curvature Gabor(6, 5) 0.3555 0.0137
6 shape index GaussLag(64, 2) 0.2778 0.0134
units. The process of selecting the individual units is in Table 3.12. Iso-geodesic curves
were not selected for the final fusion. This is probably due to the fact that the Kinect
scans are quite rough and thus the curves do not contain much discriminative ability. On
the other hand, a unit utilizing texture images processed with the Difference of Gaussians




This thesis presented a 3D face recognition approach based on the multi-algorithmic fusion
of individual units utilizing iso-geodesic curves and specific image filters. The hill-climbing
selection was used in order to combine only those units that have a positive impact on the
recognition performance.
The idea of the multi-algorithmic approach has been published in [20, 25, 21]. These
two papers and the book present the combination of anatomical soft-biometrics and holistic
algorithms. It shows that the combination of multiple algorithms improves the recognition
performance. We have utilized biometrics fusion in [26]. This paper describes the thermal
face recognition pipeline where multiple subspace projection techniques are combined. The
further extension of this approach has been presented in [42]. We have added the image
filters prior to the subspace projections. The overview of the thermal face as well as 3D
face recognition techniques was described in chapter “3D and Thermo-face Recognition” of
the book “New Trends and Developments in Biometrics” [22].
The utilization of the hill-climbing unit selection was presented in [23]. This paper
describes the basic idea of the iterative selection of those recognition units into a resulting
multi-algorithmic system. A more robust selection has subsequently been presented in [24].
The main focus of this paper was targeting the 3D face recognition to low-cost depth sensors,
such are Microsoft Kinect or SoftKinetic DepthSense DS325.
The presented recognition method requires user collaboration – the scanned subject
has to be in a specific range from the sensor, look towards the camera and have a neutral
face expression. All the mentioned factors (distance, dramatic facial expressions, and head
rotation) can decrease the recognition performance although their impact can be reduced
to some extent. The head rotation and distance from the sensor is easily compensable by
the ICP registration. Facial expressions are solved implicitly - by selecting only the rigid
parts of the face and selecting only recognition units robust to deformations caused by facial
expressions.
The recognition algorithm was trained and evaluated on publicly available FRGC database.
Moreover, we have conducted tests on our own databases acquired with Kinect and Depth-
Sense DS325 sensors. Our results suggest that even the low-cost depth sensors that provide
poor depth accuracy and noisy output can be used for successful identification in a rela-
tively small database (up to 100 users). Our final experiments show that the main face
recognition challenges - head orientation, facial mimics and varying lighting conditions may
be solved. On the other hand, dioptric glasses pose difficulties. Recognition of persons
wearing glasses and twins may be a promising direction for further research.
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List of Abbreviations
DET – Detection Error Trade-off – graphical plot of error rates plotting False Match Rates
(FMR) against False Non-Match Rates (FNMR).
DoG – Difference of Gaussians – feature enhancement filter that subtracts one blurred
version of an original image from another, less blurred version of the original. See
Section 2.4.3.
EER – Equal Error Rate is a value where the false rejection rate and false acceptance rate
for a given decision threshold are equal. It is often used as criteria for evaluating
performance of the biometric systems.
FRGC – Face Recognition Grand Challenge is a large dataset of three-dimensional face
scans as well as high and low resolution photographs captured in controlled and
uncontrolled lighting conditions [29].
GMM – Gaussian Mixture Models are formed by combining multivariate normal density
components. Gaussian mixture models are often used for data clustering.
ICP – Iterative Closest Point algorithm minimizes the difference between two clouds of
points by transforming one to the other one. See Section 2.2.2.
LBP – Local Binary Pattern is a type of feature used for classification in the computer
vision [2].
LDA – Linear Discriminant Analysis is a subspace projection technique that seeks for
vectors that provide the best discrimination between classes after the projection [3].
PCA – Principal Component Analysis is a subspace projection where the dimensionality
reduction is based on the data distribution [41].
ICA – Independent Component Analysis is a subspace projection looking for the transfor-
mation of the input data that maximizes non-gaussianity [12].
SVM – Support Vector Machine is a binary classifier attempting to find a hyperplane that
divides the two classes with the largest margin. See Section 2.7.2.
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